IN AYA summer

by Michael McCallen

A couple of years ago, it made sense for many people to visit AYA summer camps, which were located in several different states. The programs offered a wide range of activities, and many people, including children, enjoyed participating in them. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, these camps have been closed, and it is unclear when they will reopen.

Another way to travel

by Michael McCallen

In today's world, there are many ways to travel to different places. Some people prefer to take flights or drive to their destinations, while others enjoy taking public transportation or walking. Regardless of the mode of transportation, it is important to be prepared and aware of any potential challenges or obstacles that may arise during the journey.

"Rioters" open Moca city

by Michael McCallen

The opening of Moca City has been met with excitement by many people. However, there have been some concerns about the impact of the opening on the surrounding area. Some residents have expressed concerns about noise and traffic, while others have praised the new facilities.

Berlin soldier found guilty

A general court martial has convicted a soldier of several charges, including murder and desertion. The soldier was found guilty of desertion and faced a sentence of up to 20 years in prison. The case has been closely followed by media and the public, and it has raised concerns about the justice system's effectiveness in handling military crimes.

A special dedication will be given by the Berlin Brigade to those who served in Germany, including those who died during their service. The dedication will take place on July 4th, and it will be a moment of reflection and remembrance for those who have served in the armed forces.

by Michael McCallen

The ground breaking of Moca City was witnessed by many people. The ceremony was marked by speeches from local politicians and military leaders, and it was attended by a large crowd. The new city will be a significant development for the region, and it is expected to bring new opportunities for growth and development.

The Berlin Observer

by Michael McCallen

The dedication ceremony was held in Berlin, and it was attended by many people. The ceremony was marked by speeches from local politicians and military leaders, and it was attended by a large crowd. The new city will be a significant development for the region, and it is expected to bring new opportunities for growth and development.
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"The Black Windmill"

Movies with Mike

The Black Windmill isn't a black King Fu movie. Actually, it's a pretty good thriller about a British agent whose car is kidnapped. The agent is supposed to intercept an important shipment for the British. When he realizes the car has been switched, he tracks down the real agent who is supposed to carry out the assignment.

Trevor and the Tomb is the story of Trevor's latest adventure for the road. After digging through searching for clues, trying to piece together the puzzle, the agent makes a discovery that could be the key to the mystery.

Trevor and the Tomb is the story of a man who is supposed to carry out the assignment. After digging through searching for clues, trying to piece together the puzzle, the agent makes a discovery that could be the key to the mystery.

The Black Windmill is back again, and it's even better this time. There aren't many people around, who haven't seen this silly adventure of a couple of days in the Korean War. If you've seen it before and it's still as good as the first time, then you'll enjoy it again. For 15 cents, it's better than a Free Fs handybag.

Cry of the Living Dead — When they opened the tomb, the living dead were found. One day a dog got into a hole in the ground and it happened to a sailor and then, and then, and then. For 40 cents you can get a good hour or two of that sort of thing.
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"The Black Windmill"

Movie with Mike

The Black Windmill isn’t a black and white movie. Actually, it’s a pretty good thriller about a British agent whose son is kidnapped. The agent is supposed to intercept an enemy shipment for Northern Ireland. When the retrieval turns out to be the same site that’s supposed to pay its former for the gun, the agent becomes suspect number one in the kidnapping.

WHAT’S IN IT AGAIN, I SAY ANYMORE?

There aren’t any people around who haven’t seen this noisy adventure of Army doctors in the Korean War. If you’ve seen it before, see it again. For 79 cents, it’s better than an IRS margarita.

Cry the Living Dead — When they opened her book she looked like new instead of 200 years dead. The next day the dog gets its throat torn out and then it happens to a sailor and then, on and on. For 60 cents you can get a good hour and a half’s worth of dead.

Fredric and the Beast is the story of two words detectives. After digging through garbage for two years to get some evidence on a guy, they learn that there is a monster that can accidentally get the guy he’s supposed to protect! This one’s worth every penny of the dollar admission.

The Man — After being in space for 20 years the crew is getting a little strange ("mini-hippier, betterhead"). Their job is to destroy planets that might be dangerous to following societies. This interesting thriller strikes the imagination. Starting three men from Mars to work on the go. But nevertheless, you couldn’t tell a difference of the planet with the performance they gave. Not only do they specialize in east-coast cool music and the Texas sound as Mex-Ye, but they play rock and soul that will keep you on your feet. The group came through proving there is more to Latino music and culture than just Cigga Deenas and Tacos. Also in the Group are Mike Flores, Enrique Mendoza, and David Duran from Freddo, Jesse Luna and Tom Gonzales from Mendoza, California, Mingo Cervantes of Bakersfield, California, Marvel Palafox, C.D. Juarez, Chihuahua; Mike Hernandez from Los Angeles, New Mexico, and on their European trip this year Dolores Mejia from Phoenix, Arizona.

ON THE HOME FRONT...

AMERICAN BANDSTAND: American Bandstand is a weekly music show. It's a good example of music in America. The show is hosted by Dick Clark and features a variety of American music acts, including rock and roll, pop, and country. The show has been a staple of American television for many years and is known for its upbeat and energetic style.

THE BLACK WINDMILL: The Black Windmill is a 1956 American film noir thriller directed by Abner Biberman and written by Robert North bradford. The film stars Russ Tamblyn, Robert Mitchum, and Joanne Woodward. It tells the story of a World War II veteran who returns to the United States to investigate a series of disappearances and killings in his hometown.

RAY CAMACHO IN BERLIN:

Ray Camacho is a well-known Mexican American singer and songwriter. He is known for his soulful voice and powerful performances. Camacho was born in Mexico and moved to the United States at a young age. He began his career in the 1970s and has released many successful albums. His music reflects a mix of Latin American and American influences, and he is considered a pioneer of the Chicano music movement.

CULTURAL EVENTS AROUND TOWN:

29. Internationale Flötentage Berlin: The 29th International Flute Festival is taking place in Berlin. The festival is known for featuring some of the best flute players from around the world. This year's festival includes performances by notable flute players such as Pierre-Louis Lefebvre and Carlos Núñez. The festival runs from July 15 to July 21.

German-French Volksfest: The German-French Volksfest is an annual festival that celebrates the cultural traditions of Germany and France. The festival includes traditional food, music, and dance performances. This year's festival is taking place in Paris and runs from July 18 to July 22.

SUMMER CONCERTS:

HELEN TAYLOR TAYLOR SISTERS: A concert featuring the Taylor Sisters is taking place at the Berlin Marriott Hotel on July 20. The Taylor Sisters are an American country music group known for their harmonies and upbeat country music. The concert is open to the public and tickets are available for purchase.

JAZZ IN THE GARDEN:

The Berlin Jazz Festival is an annual event that takes place in a beautiful garden setting. The festival features a variety of jazz performances by local and international musicians. This year's festival is taking place from July 22 to July 24 and includes performances by notable jazz musicians such as Wynton Marsalis and James Moody.

PARKハウス Concerts:

PARKハウス is a popular concert venue in Berlin that hosts a variety of music events. This year, they are hosting a series of concerts featuring rock, pop, and classical music. The concerts take place on weekends and are open to the public. Ticket prices vary depending on the event.

bach-tage:

Bach-Tage is an annual music festival that celebrates the life and music of Johann Sebastian Bach. The festival includes concerts featuring Bach's music and performances by notable musicians. This year's festival is taking place from July 15 to July 20 and includes concerts at various locations throughout Berlin.
A barrack’s rat can invade your quarters

by Kathy Thoreng

We’re all heard the term “barrack’s rat,” usually meaning someone who stays in the barracks and never leaves, even though he’s free to go. Well, there’s another kind of barrack’s rat, too, about which you will be especially interested. This barrack’s rat will accompany you down the road to the end of the world, and maybe take leave with you. He will also tip you off if you drop your shoes in the snow.

A superior

A great con man and hustler, P. T. Barnum, once said, “There’s a better kind of business.” Taking the philosophy of Barnum’s and applying it to the crime prevention methods of the military police, your writer has developed the technique of the barrack’s rat. This technique has been tested thoroughly in the field and has received the approval of the Provost Marshal’s Office (PMO) and the Provost Marshal General (PMG).

Barrack’s rats are most common in barracks and other quarters where there is a lot of activity and movement. They are also common in areas where there is a lot of food and water available. The rats are attracted to these areas because they provide an easy source of food and water. They are also attracted to areas that are not well lit, such as basements and garages. The rats are attracted to these areas because they provide a sheltered environment.
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A barrack’s rat can invade your quarters

by Kathy Thornberg

In my government quarters aren’t immune to rodents. A lot of people think ‘just the opposite, and don’t take the necessary crime prevention steps. Both situations are real and true. Their personal property is not safeguarded. During May and June, a number of housebreakings were reported by American Forces Puerto to the Pro-\n
The classic maximization, “it can’t happen to me,” too often occurs when returning home or awakening and finding that a burglar has been there.

This happened to a member of Special Troops June 1 when “...person unknown concealed the above quarters, which were unoccupied, and removed twenty-five (25) dollars in US currency; one (1) twenty dollar bill, social security number unknown, from victim’s wallet; one (1) dolar bill, social security number unknown, from victim’s wallet; one (1) calculation, social security number, valued at approximately $600 was removed.

In a case reported June 1, “...person unknown pocketed money in the above quarters by removing the above money from an unoccupied wallet and removing one (1) movie camera, valued at $100, and one (1) 25 mm camera with a $150 lens, valued at $100, were removed on a desk and in the room being used.”

If you prize your property there’s a threat to your personal safety. In reality, crime prevention measures are nothing more than thirty common sense rules. After all, if the chance is in plain sight; change the risk is not far away.

A door knocked—minus $1500

by PPC Norm Betha

As I remember back in Boston, the building employees would insulate the exterior doors and windows, to keep the heat in and the cold out. If you went outside to exercise, you could see your breath. It was a cold day, and I was wearing my winter coat.

I decided to take a walk around the building to enjoy the fresh air and get some exercise. As I walked, I noticed a door in the basement area.

I opened the door and stepped inside. It was dark and quiet. There were no lights on, and the place seemed abandoned.

I started to walk down a hallway, but I soon realized that I was lost. I couldn’t find my way back out. I tried turning around, but I couldn’t see any way out. It was pitch black, and I couldn’t hear anyone.

I started to feel scared and alone. I didn’t know what to do. I couldn’t call anyone for help because I didn’t have a phone. I couldn’t call the police because I didn’t know where I was.

I started to walk down the hallway, hoping that I would find my way out. But it just got darker and colder. I couldn’t see anything.

I started to feel more and more scared. I didn’t know what to do. I was alone, and I didn’t have anyone to help me.

I started to walk back down the hallway, hoping that I would find my way out. But it just got darker and colder. I couldn’t see anything.

I started to feel more and more scared. I didn’t know what to do. I was alone, and I didn’t have anyone to help me.

I started to walk back down the hallway, hoping that I would find my way out. But it just got darker and colder. I couldn’t see anything.

I started to feel more and more scared. I didn’t know what to do. I was alone, and I didn’t have anyone to help me.

I started to walk back down the hallway, hoping that I would find my way out. But it just got darker and colder. I couldn’t see anything.

I started to feel more and more scared. I didn’t know what to do. I was alone, and I didn’t have anyone to help me.

I started to walk back down the hallway, hopeful
Newton is first again

by Mike Owens

Victory came before the bell of the 8th and 9th "Due" Newton fotball when he claimed the championship after a losing season. Newton was on 105th for a one-week title, during the final stages of the Berlin Golf and Country Club's annual Open Golf Tournament.

The two-time All-American and former University of Michigan golf captain, Newton finished with 278, the score of his 71-72-71-71 four-round totals.

During the four-day tournament, June 24-27, Newton opined with a par, a birdie on the par-4 second hole and a bogey on the fourth, removing an outlier double bogey on seven. He finished the first side with a par of par-4.

The 21-year-old golfer of 8.5 years continued on the course of his career with 78, 77, 78 and 78 this past week, following up with a 66 on Tuesday, a par-5 19th hole and an afternoons 5th hole drive for the 78. His distance was 750 yards, a 759-yard par-5, 600-yard par-4 and 600-yard par-3, followed Newton to the pin.

At the tournament's close, ROB D. Deane, too, Berlin Rice, R. R. Rice, Berlin Rice, and A. T. Deane, golf and championship trophy to the winner.

Draft registration changes

The law which requires you to register with the Selective Service System is still in full force. As for many years young men have been required to register for the draft, the law is now taking another 12 months to complete. The registration will be required to register for the draft and a single registration is required to register for the draft. The draft will be required to register for the draft and a single registration is required to register for the draft. The draft will be required to register for the draft and a single registration is required to register for the draft. The draft will be required to register for the draft and a single registration is required to register for the draft.

Mews tourney

The Berlin American Tennis Club will sponsor a Mews Tennis Tournament July 10-30. The tourney will consist of matches between two teams.

A small entry fee of approximately $1.00 will be charged for each event. The matches will be played at the Hartwick House Tennis Facilities. Entry forms may be obtained by using the sign-up sheet at the Hartwick House Tennis Facilities. The matches will be played on the basis of matches between two teams.

The match schedule is as follows:

- Berkley Mews vs. Indian Wells
- Berkley Mews vs. Indian Wells
- Berkley Mews vs. Indian Wells
- Berkley Mews vs. Indian Wells
- Berkley Mews vs. Indian Wells

Over 2000 games bowled in G-A Tournament

The final of the 1st Annual American-Turkish (A-T) Bowling Tournament was officially opened on Monday, March 20. The tournament opened in the 1st Annual American-Turkish (A-T) Bowling Tournament was officially opened on Monday, March 20. The tournament opened in the 1st Annual American-Turkish (A-T) Bowling Tournament was officially opened on Monday, March 20. The tournament opened in the 1st Annual American-Turkish (A-T) Bowling Tournament was officially opened on Monday, March 20. The tournament opened in the 1st Annual American-Turkish (A-T) Bowling Tournament was officially opened on Monday, March 20.

The final of the tournament will be held tomorrow, 12:30 Sunday at City Bowl in Nashville.

The last Kirk's Quirks

The longest last in history, any road, seven hours and 20 minutes. The game had a total of 127 innings. A final score of 2-2 was set in the final game played in the 1st Annual American-Turkish (A-T) Bowling Tournament was officially opened on Monday, March 20. The tournament opened in the 1st Annual American-Turkish (A-T) Bowling Tournament was officially opened on Monday, March 20. The tournament opened in the 1st Annual American-Turkish (A-T) Bowling Tournament was officially opened on Monday, March 20.

Warren Stover had the upper hand this week, making the championship in his last game, winning 19-1 for the tournament. The tournament is sponsored by the American-Turkish Bowling Association.

The tournament is sponsored by the American-Turkish Bowling Association.
Sp Trps wins 7-0 by Thomas Nelson

Playing on the home side at Anderson University, Monday, April 16, the women’s soccer team of Special Trps defeated the seniors from the Ledger Unit team, 7-0. A quick steering of the ball from center back, followed by a powerful shooting, and after several more quick put ons, saw the ball for Special Trps. With the final score of 4-0, Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring started in the 1st half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The second half saw the same patterns as the first. Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring continued in the 2nd half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring finished in the 3rd half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring started in the 4th half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring finished in the 5th half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring started in the 6th half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring finished in the 7th half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring started in the 8th half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring finished in the 9th half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.

The scoring started in the 10th half, when Special Trps scored five goals within three shots. The key to this scoring is the smoothness of the team, which is key for Special Trps to keep the ball in play. The final score of 4-0 shows that Special Trps is still in the lead.
G-A Womens Club host picnic

By Richard McCallum

Last Friday the German-American Women's Club held a picnic at Rice Range for members of the Monarch Day Workshops. The picnic has been an annual affair for the club.

The Monarch workshops are institutions that were originally founded by the German Women in the state for the moral and physically handicapped over the age of 16. According to Mrs. Marianne Kraft, American chairman of the Zurich branch of the club, the Monarch workshops were founded in 1901. "We wish to save rooms in a house given to us by a Germanic woman," Kraft said. "At first we only had four people."

The Monarch workshops fill a gap in the Berlin welfare program in so an attempt to help the members of handicapped populace up to the age of 16. "Since the handicapped people arrive up to the age of 16, we must have the institute to make room for the younger people," Kraft continued. "Often, the parents of the handicapped people used to work during the day and the handicapped must be left at home. Now there is the Monarch for them."

After a while, the club itself found itself in need of financial help. The Berlin Senate stepped in to help Brussels the club. Eventually, the Senate took over the responsibilities for the workshops and paid the Monarch workshops have grown to include

In addition to the annual picnic, the welfare center of the German-American Women's Club has grown much.

The welfare shops are operated by 318 excluded marks per month which is given from the club. The 30 of marks the club has a Christmas and Easter Party for the handicapped and the clerks. The club also takes care of 31 children from the city who have been taken out on their holidays, buying them clothes, and having parties (needed for school) repaired, and occasionally giving them

Bank has one line

In order to reduce waiting time, the American Express has initiated a single or "on-the-spot" system which is being used at several other offices with excellent results. With the single line system, the first client at the head of the line will be the tellers window as the previous client leaves. Each customer will have their individual attention while making their transactions. This will be extremely business.

There is a desk which can be used to fill out the different forms and forms on the desk while in line and before reaching the tellers window. By having the necessary forms completed prior to reaching the window, each customer can be processed much more rapidly, thus reducing waiting time for all.

15th German-American Volksfest

the volunteer leaders now the German-American Volksfest will look like this year German-American Volksfest gets underway July 28. (By A. E. Smith)

Minority Awareness

Soldiers of McNair Barracks welcome you to a celebration entitled "Minority Awareness Faire" to be held at the McNair Chapel Fellowship Hall in

14 hours

Gas mask endurance test by

by Hon. Colby

Forty-Fourth hours in a gas mask! "It's an endurance test," says Maj. A. G. Berlin of Co. C, 4th Bn, 4th Inf. The soldiers of "Brave" have been undergoing weeks of intensive training involving CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological) equipment. The soldiers have endured many problems after spending a gas mask for four hours in their gas mask. In their CBRN suit, the soldiers have undergone many problems with dizziness, hiccuping, nausea, dehydration, hyperventilation, and even filing their

Price increase at pick-up points

The individual price rates paid on laundry and dry cleaning were increased as of Saturday on some of the items. A complete price list will be available at all pick-up points.

The net effect of the price changes will be a 4.4 percent increase in laundry and an increase of 6.3 percent for dry cleaning. The change in prices is due to the increase in operation costs.

A great deal of research is involved in the selection of the best materials. The materials are carefully tested to ensure that the garments will be

Visiting Berlin

Dependable, military and welfare personnel and civilian employees of the U.S. Forces are assigned to Berlin who wish to visit East Berlin must be in possession of a full-length U.S. passport that does not contain a valid NATO status of force stamp, or the East Berlin Community stamp, or any other kind of official-status endorsement or mutilation.

There should make arrangements with their unit on United States Consulate to obtain the passport. All new passports are obtainable for a cost of $15.

Armitage: most honors in 1

by Hon. Colby

A Berlin Brigade soldier has graduated from the 7th Army BOC Academy at that post, where she earned more honors than anyone else has taken in the past few years.

Sgt. Maurice A. Armitage, of Headquarters Company, 48th Bn, 6th Inf, graduated in the top five of his class in the academy and received the "Distinguished Graduate Award," the "George B. Patton Award," and the "General Douglas MacArthur Award."

"The Distinguished Graduate Award is given to the highest academically standing student in the academy. The individual fails out at the academy.

The "General George B. Patton Award is given to the outstanding leadership of a student attending the academy."

The "General Douglas MacArthur Award is given to the outstanding leadership of a student attending the academy."

The academy course lasts four times as long as the Army, and the soldier's month on the course, which is

"I was divided for the top Armitage. I know I had to work hard in order to get it at the end."